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Introduction
The historical demographer Steven Ruggles in the early 1990s spearheaded
the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series: IPUMS project by creating,
coding, and disseminating US census data. Ruggles and his colleague at
University of Minnesota, economic and social historian Russell R. Menard,
have stressed the significance of census records as primary historical
sources for investigation into the lives of “ordinary people”:
[The] census is our fundamental source of information about American
social structure in the past. No other source can compete with respect
to population coverage and reliability. . . . Many Americans in earlier
generations left no surviving trace of their existence except for their
listings in the census. Thus, we must frequently turn to census data for
basic historical generalizations about the lives of ordinary people.1
This is true for Japanese immigrant families to the United States in the
late nineteenth century, many of whom were unknown settlers and left no
trace other than “listings in the census”—that is, in manuscript population
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schedules.2 Through these population schedules we can get individual
records that include information not only on names, ages, occupations, and
“color” or “race” but also on the neighborhoods in which these families
lived. Indeed, population schedules are crucial in reconstructing and
narrating the basic profile of early Japanese immigrant families.
Conducting research based on population schedules also has its own
limitations. First, the US Census is taken only once every ten years.
Therefore, the census is virtually silent for providing stories about “ordinary
people” during the in-between years. Second, those who were counted in
each census were the de jure population or resident population. People who
were not at their residence by chance when the census enumerators visited
would be counted based on a declaration by the head of the household. This
practice could cause overcounts or other inaccuracies. Another possible
problem is undercounts. Undercounts, estimated to be about 10 percent in
the late nineteenth century, were seen mainly in racial minority populations.3
Third, names were also often “creatively” spelled out because enumerators
wrote them based on oral dictation from respondents.
The theme of this article is family, and it is thus worth noting here how
the US Census defined “family.” The 1850 census defined “family” for the
first time in its instructions to marshals and their assistants.4 That was when
the census started to ask for all the names and personal information of every
person in the “family.” The instructions said:
By the term family is meant, either one person living separately in a
house, or a part of a house, and providing for him or herself, or several
persons living together in a house or in a part of a house, upon one
common means of support, and separately from others in similar
circumstances. A widow living alone and separately providing for
herself, or 200 individuals living together and provided for by a
common head, should each be numbered as one family.5
From 1870 to 1890, with some additions and modifications, “a common
table and roof” remained the key factor in forming a family for the purposes
of the census. However, as late as 1910, the census acknowledged the
discrepancy between ordinary and census usages of “family” as follows:
The word “family,” for census purposes, has a somewhat different
application from what it has in popular usage. It means a group of
persons living together in the same dwelling place. The persons
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constituting this group may or may not be related by ties of kinship,
but if they live together forming one household they should be
considered as one family.6
In this article I try to discover some untold stories of early Japanese
immigrant families at the turn of the twentieth century, not of “a group of
persons living together in the same dwelling place,” as defined by the
census. With a family defined as a household of people “related by ties of
kinship” and excluding lodgers, boarders, or servants, I will shed light on
the characteristics of early Japanese families, with special emphasis on
interracial marriages, by examining their patterns, demographic distribution,
and the race categorization of interracial couples and their multiracial
children.
Regarding interracial marriage and family, John Kuo Wei Tchen notes
that in the cosmopolitan port city of New York, where no antimiscegenation
law existed, marriages between Chinese and white women were not
uncommon.7 Nevertheless, as Emma Jinhua Teng points out, “mixed race”
individuals have often been made invisible in the master narrative due to
“numerical minority, that Eurasians disrupt boundaries of colonizer and
colonized, white and nonwhite, rendering them problematic figures in
accepted paradigms of nationalist and ethnic histories.”8 Early Japanese
interracial families and their children have been even more invisible due
partly to the timeframe of their migrations and marriages.9 The conventional
narrative of Japanese immigration depicts 1884 or 1885 as its starting point,
when the numbers of Japanese, mostly aspiring and indigent students,
started to increase and the contract labor system in Hawaii began.10 However,
the history of Japanese interracial families began long before that, as this
article will reveal. Another overlooked factor is that Japanese in New York
and the East Coast in general have not been the subject of comprehensive
research, in contrast to the Chinese. Even in her pioneer work on Japanese
in New York, Mitziko Sawada sees the Japanese community as a rather
monoracial bachelor society, arguing that “meeting American women,
socializing with them, perhaps even marrying one, remained a dream.”11
“Japanese” as a census category was officially introduced in 1890, twenty
years after the introduction of the category “Chinese.” But it is a question
whether enumerators in fact followed the official instructions in recording
the racial backgrounds of Japanese fathers or mothers. And was “the logic
of dependent citizenship extended to racial classification,” as argued by
Teng, applicable to interracial couples involving Japanese immigrants and
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their children?12 Also, the official category used for people of “mixed race”
was “Mulatto” after 1850, which concerned primarily multiracial children
with an African American parent. With no specific instructions or official
categories, how did local census takers categorize mixed-heritage Asian
American children? Were their racial backgrounds recorded according to
their mothers’ backgrounds or their fathers’, or was there some other
pattern? Because the manuscripts of the 1890 census were lost in a fire at
the US Department of Commerce in 1921, this article explores records from
1870, 1880, and 1900 on the mainland, mostly in California and New York
State. The following sections will illuminate the characteristics of Japanese
who chose to form international, interracial, and, potentially, not merely
bicultural but multicultural families. We begin our investigation by
examining the fifty-six Japanese individuals and the first international/
interracial couple recorded in the 1870 census.

Japanese Interracial Families: 1870 and 1880
A. Cases from the 1870 Census
The 1870 census expanded “color” categories in the census population
questionnaires to five groups, by adding “Chinese” and “Indians” to
“White,” “Black,” and “Mulatto.”13 As Hochschild and Powell have
discussed, 1870 was the turning point when Chinese and Japanese
populations (and other contemporary “Asian” groups thereafter) began
being classified according to birthplace.14 In other words, it was in 1870 that
a new “race” category, which virtually meant nativity or national origin,
started to infiltrate the boundary and census nomenclature of “color or race”
for the purposes of “discipline and punish,”15 in other words, to gather
information on the Chinese population to use it for the purpose of exclusion.
The examination of “color” categorization, names, family compositions,
passport data, and the like strongly indicates that four out of fifty-five
individuals found in the official report were actually not Japanese.16
Meanwhile, another five Japanese individuals, though not recorded as such,
were found in the population schedules. Therefore, the archival crossexamination and database search on population schedules re-counts fiftysix “genuine” Japanese in the 1870 census.17 The general profile of these
fifty-six Japanese is as follows: They were predominantly male (forty-six,
or 82.1%), with only ten females recorded (18.8%). The average age was
23.2 years old. Their occupations were, in decreasing order, “student”
(twenty-two), “farm laborer” (fourteen), and “domestic servant” (six).
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While Japanese of working age in California were either “laborers” or
“domestic servants,” most of those outside of California were “students.”
Among the Japanese in California, twenty-two in Coloma in El Dorado
County were settlers of an enterprise known as the Wakamatsu Colony. It
includes the earliest international/interracial couple among Japanese
immigrants: John H. Schnell and Oyō. According to the population schedule,
John H. Schnell was “29 years old, farmer, born in Hena [Hessen]
Darmstadt.” His wife “Jou,” or Oyō, was reported to have been born in
Japan in 1846, “keeping house,” with her “color” being reported as
“Japanese.”18 Oyō had married John H. Schnell in Japan and had their first
baby girl, Frances, there.19 In Japan, John H. Schell worked part time as a
member of the Prussian legation, but he was also a military merchant mostly
for the Aizu feudal domain. He came to establish Wakamatsu Colony in
order to make a profit in silk farming for Aizu domain, which was defeated
in the civil war in Japan and lost most of its land as a result.20 In the census,
interestingly, their daughters (“Frances,” two years old, and “Mary,” two
months old) were both reported to have been born in California and
designated as “W” (white).21 In addition, as a leader of the colony, in the
column for the “value of real estate owned” in the manuscript, John H. was
reported to have owned $38,000 worth of real estate and $3,000 as personal
estate, representing all of the Colony’s assets.22 In addition to this interracial
family, there were at least five other Japanese families in the Colony,
including two other little girls. As noted above, there were only ten female
Japanese in the entire census records from 1870, and as many as eight of
these women lived as family members in the Wakamatsu Colony.
Furthermore, all of the five Japanese heads of families at the time
concentrated also in the Colony, while all other Japanese throughout the
United States were students, lodgers, or boarders who were not considered
heads of families themselves. Little is known about what happened to the
families of the Wakamatsu Colony following its collapse in 1871, shortly
after the 1870 census taking.23 The Schnell family suddenly returned to
Japan to secure money to rebuild the Colony, but supposedly they never
came back. Some members of the Colony are said to have returned to Japan,
but the census provides little information about the other first Japanese
immigrants who subsequently scattered elsewhere in the United States.
B. Cases from the 1880 Census
In 1880, the Japanese population was still small: only 148 nationwide.24
The 1880 census started to inquire about the birthplaces of parents. After
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engaging in a cross-checking procedure similar to that I conducted for the
1870 data, the numbers of “genuine” Japanese re-counted to 164. The basic
demographic characteristics of these Japanese in 1880 are as follows: 141
men, 16 women, 7 gender not reported. As for their occupations, 45 were
listed as “waiter” or “servant” and 40 as “student.” More diverse types of
migration began in 1880, when more individual students or skill learners
were sent by the Japanese government or companies.
In addition, the 1880 census recorded twenty heads of families from
Japan, including the heads of eight interracial families. Below is the
description of these eight families, recorded by local enumerators.
1. “J. J. Gall,” recorded as “W,” age 60, a “restaurant keeper,” and born
in France. “Barra,” “color” originally recorded as “W,” but crossed
out and changed to “J”(Japanese), age 48. Occupation was recorded
as “housekeep.” Their California-born children, “Louisa” (13),
“Jho” (11), and “Julia” (6) were reported as “W.” Eureka, Humboldt
County, California.25
2. “Kuni Manzato,” “color” originally recorded as “C”(Chinese) but
crossed out and changed to “Jap,” age 27, “laborer.” His wife
“Caroline” is recorded as “B”(Black), age 21, born in California,
and their 1-year-old son “Grant” as “Jap.” Gold Hill, El Dorado
County, California.26
3. “Louis A. Yeashun,” “color” recorded as “W,” age 29, “pressman.”
His wife “Esther D.” was recorded as “W,” age 28, born in
Connecticut. New Haven, New Haven County, Connecticut.27
4. “Tsuna A. Kuchiki,” “color” was recorded as “J,” age 30, “clerk in
store.” His wife “Emma” was recorded as “W,” age 23, born in
Pennsylvania. The “color” of their daughter “Suma” (2) is reported
as “W.” Boston, Suffolk County, Massachusetts.28
5. “Sam Houssabuso,” “color” was recorded as “W,” age 35, “actor,”
and “cannot read or write.” His wife “Mary” was recorded “W,” age
19, from Bavaria (as were her parents). Their daughter “Theresa” (5
months old) was recorded as “W.” New York City, New York County,
New York.29
6. “Sarbra King,” age 35. His “color” was originally recorded as “W,”
but later changed to “J.” His wife, “Annie,” was recorded “W,” age
23, born in New York, with parents from Ireland. Both were recorded
to have the occupation as “tight rope performers.” New York City,
New York County, New York.30
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7. “Thomas Marxedarlia,” age 24. His “color” was recorded as “W”
and occupation as “engineer.” His wife “Carrie” was recorded as
“W,” age 19, “artist,” born in New York, while her father was born
in Scotland, and her mother was born in France. New York City,
New York County, New York.31
8. “George Faro,” “color” recorded as “J,” age 26, “works in paper
mill.” His wife “Sarah” was recorded “W,” age 23, and born in
Pennsylvania. The “color” of their daughters “Jane” (6) and “Mary
Ann” (4) is reported as “J.” Mount Holly Springs, Cumberland
County, Pennsylvania.32
Unlike John H. Schnell and Oyō in 1870, who married before coming to
the United States, these people were the earliest interracial couples among
Japanese who most certainly got married in the United States. Among them,
the life history of “Kuni Manzato,” or Kuninosuke Masumizu, who was one
of the Wakamatsu Colony survivors, is relatively well known through the
accounts of his descendants. According to John E. Van Sant, Masumizu was
married in 1877 to “Caroline,” or Carrie, Wilson, a woman of black and
Native American heritage.33
Among the individuals listed above, only “Tsuna A. Kuchiki” appears in
Umi o koeta Nihonjinmei jiten (Biographical dictionary of Japanese travelers
to the Occident).34 Tsunakane Kuchiki was born in 1855 to the Honjō family,
the fudai daimyō (hereditary feudal lord) of Miyazu domain, but subsequently
he became adopted as the heir of the Fukuchiyama domain. After the Meiji
Restoration, he studied briefly under Yukichi Fukuzawa, founder of Keio
University, had a Christian baptism in Tokyo, and went to the United States
to study.35 Because he was already married in Japan, his marriage to the
American-born Emma Tyler was bigamous and eventually caused him
serious trouble. He sent his daughter Suma, born in the United States, to his
natal Honjō family in an attempt to resolve the problems he caused by his
bigamous marriage and by selling off the heirlooms of the Kuchiki family
after displaying them at an exhibition.36 Nevertheless, the later whereabouts
of Kuchiki himself, after such a tumultuous period in his life, is unknown.
His name is not found in the census data in the United States after 1900, and
no death certificate or record of his returning to Japan has been found. It can
be speculated that he probably died quietly in the United States sometime
between 1880 and 1900.
Aside from Kuchiki of Boston, records of three interracial marriages
between Japanese men and white women are found in the 1880 census data
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from New York. “Sabra King” was married to “Annie,” a second-generation
Irish American, whose occupation, like his, is recorded as “tight rope
performer.” It was thus probably a marriage of an acrobatic team. The wife
of “Sam Houssabuso” is recorded to have been from Bavaria: a firstgeneration immigrant. The third record is of a man named “Thomas
Marxedarlia.” While this is not a Japanese name, it can be surmised that he
used an “American-sounding” name for enumerators given that both of his
parents are recorded to have been born in Japan. He was an “engineer” and
his wife was in a creative profession, as an “artist.” Another record of an
interracial family involving a Japanese individual is found in California.
The couple, “Barra” and “J. J. Gall,” is the only case in which the wife is
from Japan. The Japanese background of the wife seems certain, as she and
her parents were all recorded to have been born in Japan. In addition, the
census taker took the time to correct the record of her racial category from
“W” to “J” for accuracy. The record indicates that she moved to the United
States before her first child was born in California in 1867. Who was this
“Barra Gall”? Her age, forty-eight in 1880, and the fact that only ten
Japanese women were recorded in the 1870 census, suggest two possibilities:
she may be one of the survivors of the Wakamatsu Colony who married “J.
J.” from France later; or she may be someone who was simply not reported
in the 1870 census as “Japanese.”
While “Chinese” as a “racial” category was used by 1870, “Japanese”
was not an official category even in 1880. Most probably it had become
customary for enumerators not to ask their interviewees the “color or race”
question directly to avoid confusion or provocation.37 Enumerators in 1880
recorded the racial backgrounds of Japanese based on their own discretion
or by “local knowledge and assessments,” as argued by Martha Hodes.38
In the “color” column, while the records of two Japanese-born individuals
in California were corrected from “C” and “W” to “Japanese,” records from
the East Coast include three cases of Japanese-born individuals recorded as
“white.” At the same time, as we will see later in more detail regarding the
Kuchiki case, another two on the East Coast were recorded simply as “J.” In
her speculative reconstruction of a census taker’s visit to the interracial
family formed in 1890 by Smiley and Eunice Connolly, a Caribbean wellto-do “colored” sea captain and a white woman from Massachusetts, Hodes
indicates that Eunice’s race “would have echoed that of her husband,
illuminating the ways in which the determination of racial classification
flowed through men, from census enumerators to heads of household.”39
However, in the eight cases of interracial families under discussion here, the
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racial categories of the spouses did not seem to affect each other.
As for the racial backgrounds of the children born to interracial couples,
four were recorded according to their father’s racial background: children
of “J. J. Gall” in California were recorded as “white”; child of Masumizu in
California was recorded as “Japanese”; child of “Sam Houssabuso” in New
York was recorded as “white”;40 children of “George Faro” in Connecticut
were recorded as “Japanese.”
In comparison, in the case of the Kuchiki family of Boston, I would like
to follow Hodes’s approach and speculate on the census taker’s visit to the
Kuchiki family. The father was recorded as “J,” while his daughter was
recorded as “W.” Having been a former hereditary feudal lord in Japan,
Kuchiki must not have had the look of a laborer, and probably was more fair
skinned than many tanned European immigrants who worked outdoors. The
neighborhood he lived in was Beacon Hill, where the majority of the
residents were professionals, such as physicians and lawyers, accompanied
in some cases by African American servants.41 The recording of Kuchiki’s
“color or race” could have been white, if it was influenced by the actual
color of his skin, his mannerisms, his class, or the family’s residential
environment. But these environmental clues apparently did not matter, as he
was designated as “Japanese.” It seems that his designation as “Japanese”
simply reflects the fact that he was from Japan. As for the recording of the
race of the daughter “Suma,” she was likely recorded as “white,” not merely
based on her mother’s race, but based on her own white appearance (racial
passing).
In this section, I have provided details of the census records of one family
in 1870 and eight families in 1880 and discussed the ways in which the
“color or race” of the family members was recorded. In 1880, three of the
eight cases of interracial families were found in New York City. Beginning
around this time, New York became home for many Japanese interracial
families in the United States. In the next section, I turn to an examination of
cases mainly in the cosmopolis of New York, while also paying attention to
interracial families in California.

Interracial Families in California and New York in 1900
Prior to the census in 1900, questions regarding “assimilation,” such as
“able to speak English. If not, the language or dialect spoken” and a question
on “naturalization,” had been added to the census questionnaires in 1890,
due to a heightened sense of caution because of the rising numbers of new
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arrivals from Europe.42 The 1900 census contained minor changes on this
subject, such as simplifying the questions on language to “can the person
speak English?”43 Meanwhile, the “naturalization” question sought more
information from the respondents. For the 1900 census, enumerators were
instructed to mark “Al” (for alien) in the “naturalization” column if the
individual being interviewed “had not taken any step toward naturalization.”
A person who had “declared [an] intention to become [an] American citizen
and taken out his ‘first’ papers” was recorded as “Pa” (for papers). Those
who presented “the second or final papers of naturalization” were to be
marked “Na” (for naturalized).44
According to the census report of 1900, there were 86,000 Japanese in
the United States, of which 61,111 were in Hawaii, 10,151 in California,
and 5,617 in Washington State.45 The overall numbers had increased
remarkably from 148 in 1880, and even from 14,399 in 1890.46 Females
numbered 14,600, making up 15 percent of the Japanese population. A
database search found 11,212 individuals who were born in Japan and were
married at the time of the census, and whose parents were both born in
Japan. On the mainland, states such as California (365), Washington (146),
and New York (61) had such individuals. New York had particularly large
numbers of interracial families compared to the rest of the United States,
even though the numbers of Japanese immigrants in general were smaller
than those in California and Washington. While unmentioned in previous
historiographies, there were some interracial families even in California,
despite the existence of an antimiscegenation law.
A. Interracial Families in California
California, which attracted many immigrants from China and Japan in
the late nineteenth century, amended its existing antimiscegenation law,
enacted first in 1880 by adding prohibition of marriage between white and
“Mongolian” persons.47 In spite of this law, I found four interracial families
among Japanese immigrants in the 1900 population schedules. However,
there was no record of interracial marriage between Japanese and African
Americans or persons of other racial backgrounds in the 1900 census, as
was seen in the case of Kuninosuke Masumizu in 1880. Listed below is the
information on these interracial families.
1. “Frank Nakayama,” “color or race” reported as “Jp,” age 27, arrived
in United States in 1894, naturalization column recorded as “Al,”
“cook.” “Annie P.,” race recorded as “W,” age 30, born in
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Pennsylvania. Married for one year. San Francisco, San Francisco
County, California.48
2. “James Nakada,” “color or race” reported as “Jp,” age 28, arrived in
United States in 1885, naturalization column recorded as “Al,”
“merchant jewelry.” “Sophia,” wife, “W,” age 34, from Sweden,
arrived United States in 1894. Married for seven years. “James,”
“W,” age 3, and Benjamin, “W,” age 1. San Francisco, San Francisco
County, California.49
3. “Suzie Cowen,” head, “color or race” reported as “W,” age 33, from
France, arrived in United States in 1885, naturalization column left
blank. “Harry,” husband, “color or race” recorded as “Jp,” age 33,
born in Japan, arrived in United States in 1884, naturalization
column recorded as “Al,” occupation “expressman.” Married for
four years. “Harry,” son, “color or race” recorded as “Jp,” age 3. San
Francisco, San Francisco County, California.50
4. “Edward Hatta,” “color or race” reported as “JP,” age 30, arrived in
United States in 1881, naturalization column recorded as “Al,”
“garden laborer.” “Jennie M.,” wife, “W,” age 39, from Norway,
arrived in United States in 1886. Married for two years. Oakland
Ward 1, Alameda County, California.51
All Japanese husbands in this list were recorded as “Jp” in the “color or
race” column. It should be noted, however, that people who were born in
Japan were all recorded as “Jp,” regardless of their marital status. While we
can interpret this consistent recording pattern to have been simply following
the official protocol, it is worth noting that California had the longest history
of Chinese immigration, and many census takers, as “street-level
bureaucrats,” recorded Japanese and Chinese individuals differently, even
in 1870, before “Japanese” became an official category.52 In other words, it
was local enumerators’ eyes in California that differentiated Japanese and
Chinese and made such categorizations official at the census office in
Washington, D.C.53 At the beginning of the twentieth century, with antiJapanese movements already active in California, it is also meaningful that
the naturalization columns of Japanese were recorded “Al,” indicating that
they were “aliens who do not intend to naturalize” [emphasis added]. While
the ultimate decision on the eligibility for naturalization was yet to be
determined by a Supreme Court ruling in 1922 (Takao Ozawa v. United
States), the recording of naturalization status in this way seemed to
emphasize the immigrants’ position as “aliens” in California.
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Meanwhile, the “color or race” columns of the non-Japanese wives of the
Japanese immigrants were all recorded as “W.” They were recorded
individually, separate from their husbands’ racial classification. Three of
them were noted to have been born outside the United States, coming from
France, Sweden, and Norway in their teens. The fourth, “Annie P.,” was
from Pennsylvania. Thus, none of them was a California native. Two of the
couples had children, and the race of the children of one of the families was
recorded according to the race of their mother, while the race of the children
of the other family followed their father’s. According to the census records,
all four couples married in the 1890s after the 1880 revision of the
antimiscegenation law in California. As Peggy Pascoe notes in her detailed
discussion of the highly sensationalized interracial marriage between
Gunjirō Aoki and Helen Emery in 1909, “the enforcement of miscegenation
law relied heavily on local officials, including county clerks, who issued
marriage licenses; justices of the peace, who performed marriage ceremonies;
and district attorneys, who prosecuted sex crimes.”54 The four couples above
may have gotten married in other states and then moved or returned to
California, or they may have been married in California thanks to sympathetic
local officials. Three of the four couples lived in San Francisco, where the
wives of Japanese immigrants were mostly absent (probably because they
remained in Japan). Thus, they may have been rather well known in their
communities. It is important to recognize the continued presence of these
interracial families in California in 1900, and regardless of their small
numbers, more detailed individual exploration will force a revision of the
existing monoracial narrative to include the stories of interracial families
involving Japanese immigrants.
B. Interracial Families in New York
In the 1900 census data from New York State, there were sixty-six
individuals who were born in Japan and who were married to non-Japanese
at the time of the census. Once again, a cross-checking procedure narrows
this number down to sixty-one “genuine” Japanese. We will now explore
what census questionnaires reveal in regard to the attributes of these
members of interracial families and the ways in which race was recorded in
New York.
Profile of Heads of Families
The average age of the sixty-one individuals born in Japan was 33.6. The
oldest was “Charles Betisho,” age fifty-four, who arrived in the United
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States in 1894.55 Among the sixty-one Japanese, all but two were recorded
to have been able to speak English. As for the naturalization column, thirtythree were recorded as “Al”, seventeen as “Na”, and eight were not recorded.
Whether or not the 1870 amendment to the Naturalization Act, which
extended the application criteria of naturalization to “aliens of African
nativity and to persons of African descent,”56 would be applicable to
Japanese was left up to courts’ decisions at the time. It can be speculated
that many interviewees recorded as “Na” in fact presented their second
certificates to the census takers.57 As for their occupations, “steward” was
the most common occupation (thirteen cases). In general, there was no
residential concentration of people in specific occupations, but stewards
were exceptions. Five out of the thirteen stewards lived in areas near the
naval establishment in Brooklyn, where they probably worked.58 The next
most common occupation was “cook” (six cases), and two more were noted
as “chef.”59
In the “color or race” column, reporting as “Japanese” was the most
common, with thirty-five cases (58.3%). Thirteen were corrected from
“white” to “Japanese” (21.7%), and nine were recorded “white” (15.0%).
Two were recorded “Y” (for “Yellow”), and one was corrected from “black”
to “Japanese.” As “Japanese” had become an official racial category in
1890, enumerators in 1890 should have marked all sixty-one respondents
“Jp” as they were instructed.60 However, as noted above, nine were recorded
as “white” on the actual population schedules, even without later corrections.
When the numbers with later corrections are included, a total of twenty-two
cases, or 33 percent of the Japanese concerned, were first recorded as
“white.”
Regarding the determining factors for such recording of racial categories
in New York, I initially speculated that the respondents’ English skills,
occupations, naturalization status, and other signs that indicated their levels
of “assimilation” influenced the ways in which their racial categories were
marked. However, examining the census questionnaires revealed that, first
of all, all but two were recorded to have been able to speak English, as
previously noted. Second, the occupations of those who were recorded as
“white” varied significantly, from “doctor”61 to “journalist”62 to “chef,”63
indicating that there was no correlation between the respondents’ occupations
or class and how their racial categories were recorded. Third, regarding
residential concentration, some respondents lived in areas populated
predominantly by Italians and Chinese, but a correlation between the
recording of racial categories and places of residence was not clear either.
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Meanwhile, the ratio of Japanese who were marked “Al” was higher among
individuals recorded as “Japanese” (69%) than among those who were
recorded as “white” (36%). Japanese who had a “white” wife with children
tended to be recorded as “white” themselves slightly more often than their
contemporaries with other types of family structure. This evidence suggests
that citizenship status and intermarriage were regarded as important signs of
“assimilation” and “whiteness” by enumerators.
In addition to these general tendencies, the organization of the
questionnaire sheet itself seemed to matter. On the actual questionnaires in
1900, the “color or race” category is the third question following “name”
and “relation to the head of family.” It is possible that enumerators corrected
the racial categories of interviewees after completing the column on “place
of birth” that appeared soon after the “color or race” column. It is not likely,
however, that they made corrections to the racial categories of the
respondents after a comprehensive review of all the factors, including the
answers to the questions on English skills and naturalization status that
appeared much later on the questionnaire. Considering that the enumerators
at the time were paid only a few cents per questionnaire, which they filled
out by visiting one household after another, it is more likely that the racial
categories were recorded based simply on the value systems of the
enumerators and their visual impressions of respondents. All in all,
enumerators’ individual perspectives on race, or “local knowledge and
assessments,” seemed to matter most.64 One of the enumerators who marked
Japanese as “white” was Joseph Kenney in Brooklyn. He recorded three
heads of households born in Japan, a “doctor,”65 a “steward,”66 and a “navy
cook,”67 as “white.” In fact, he marked all respondents born in Japan,
whether they were single, had a Japanese spouse, or were in interracial
marriages, as “white.” This example indicates that some local enumerators
considered Japanese to be within the boundary of “whiteness.” In other
words, these local enumerators, as “street-level bureaucrats,” ignored the
official categories and instructions, as well as the politics connected to
racial boundaries. That the US census records reflected the “local knowledge
and assessments” of the enumerators who visited these interracial families
reveals the arbitrariness of the official race categorizations and the
complexity of the boundary of “whiteness.”
Profile of Wives
Let us now consider some attributes of the spouses (wives) of the Japanese
men discussed above. The average age of the wives was twenty-eight. As
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for the places of birth of the wives, thirty-one, or 52 percent, were born in
the United States. All but one of the wives who were not born in the United
States or Japan came from Europe. There were eighteen such wives, making
up 30 percent of all the wives concerned. Only eleven, or fewer than 20
percent of all the wives, were born in Japan, indicating that most Japanese
in New York married women who they met there.
The most prominent attribute of the US-born wives, not surprisingly, was
that they were from New York State. In addition, many Japanese men were
married to women who were born in the United States to parents who
migrated from Europe, including Germany, Ireland, and England, totaling
sixteen cases.68 There were twelve wives who were born in the United States
to US-born parents, slightly fewer than the number of wives with a secondgeneration immigrant background. Foreign-born wives were also mostly
from Europe, with parents born in the same country as themselves: four
from Ireland, two each from England, Scotland, and Canada. Furthermore,
the foreign-born wives’ ages at the time of their arrival in the United States
ranged from 1 to 23, with an average of 13.4 years old. Some of the women
may be considered “1.5 generation” immigrants, depending on their age at
the time of arrival. Nevertheless, even if they arrived in the United States in
their teens, it is hard to imagine that women who came from Englishspeaking regions of the world had as much linguistic difficulty in the United
States as their Japanese-born husbands.
As for the “color or race” column of the wives, twenty-three were
recorded as “white,” six as “Japanese,” and one as “black.” Only one of the
women was recorded as “Japanese” along with her husband. Except for this
case, the “color or race” columns of the wives appear to have been recorded
based on their individual backgrounds and not on the basis of their husbands’
racial categories.69 Therefore, Teng’s argument that the logic of dependent
citizenship extended to racial classification does not apply to white wives of
Japanese immigrants. The census enumeration on “color and race” was
done on an individual basis.
Children in Interracial Families
As noted above, many Japanese men married interracially with white
women, some of whom were US born and others who were foreign born.
Among forty-seven such interracial couples, twenty-seven had children.
Some of these children were more than twenty years old at the time of the
survey, demonstrating the steady development of family histories of
Japanese immigrants. In this section, I examine the recording of the “color
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or race” columns of these interracial families and consider how the racial
categories of parents may have affected those of their children.
Concerning the “mixed race” populations, the 1890 census included
“quadroon” and “octoroon” as racial categories. However, this categorization
attempt was considered a failure, and these categories disappeared in the
1900 census. In fact, there was no official census category for “mixed races”
other than those involving black parents between the late nineteenth century
and the early twentieth century, and no instruction was given for recording
of such individuals. Given such conditions, the “color or race” columns of
interracial families in New York in 1900 were most commonly recorded
with the mother and children in the same category (thirteen out of twentyfive). In twelve cases, the mother and children were recorded “white,” while
the fathers were marked otherwise. Six such fathers were first recorded
“white” or “black” and were later corrected to “Japanese.” These corrections
made to the racial categories of the fathers did not trigger changes to the
recording of the “color or race” columns of their children. There were also
five cases in which the father and children were both recorded as “Japanese.”
Among these cases, two fathers had their racial categories corrected from
“white” to “Japanese,” and one mother was initially marked “Japanese” and
then later re-marked as “white.” In the cases with such corrections, the
children’s racial categories appear to have followed their father’s (corrected)
“Japanese” categorization and not their mother’s “white” categorization.
There were four cases in which all family members, including the Japaneseborn fathers, were recorded as “white.”
As seen in the examples above, recording of the racial categories of the
children of interracial families tended to follow the mother’s racial category,
rather than that of the father who was the head of the family. It can be
inferred that the idea that mothers’ racial backgrounds were handed down to
their children was reflected in the ways in which the racial categories of
Japanese interracial families were recorded. Indeed, racial classification
was based on individuals, and if the mother was “white,” most of the
children were “white” as well. In New York, where interracial marriages
were certainly not uncommon, the enumerators’ act of counting residents
was entangled with their worldviews on race, notwithstanding the official
instructions on census racial taxonomy. Therefore, when it came to
interracial families involving Japanese, their Federal categorization as a
“colored” population according to the official racial dichotomy of “white
and colored” did not seem to matter to local enumerators.70
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Conclusion
In this article I have discussed Japanese who chose to form international,
interracial, and sometimes multicultural families in the United States from
the late nineteenth century to the turn of the twentieth century, based mainly
on population schedules as historical resources. Each of the families found
in the records from 1870 and 1880 were examined in detail. The overall
characteristics of spouses were explored within interracial marriages
involving Japanese in New York in 1900, when the numbers of such unions
had increased considerably. New York had a particularly large number of
such interracial families, reflecting its cosmopolitan social landscape, which
had already led to numerous marriages among its Chinese and white
residents.
According to Hodes, the census’s “macro- and micro-level undertakings
converged in the act of census taking, when government officials visited
communities and stepped inside people’s homes.”71 This microlevel
undertaking was reflected in population schedules, echoing “local
knowledge and assessments.” Enumerators’ local perspectives influenced
how these categories were recorded, often in different ways from what the
official instructions called for. Therefore, the reporting on the “color or
race” and naturalization columns in California and New York differed
significantly, partly as a result of the existence of a large Asian population
and strong anti-Asian sentiment in California at the time.
While the census as a public policy was deeply embedded in the public
discourse of “family,” gender, and “race,” local census enumerators recorded
residents as they saw them in their homes. The families recorded in the
census reflect de facto social realities of the era, often quite different from
what the dominant public discourse would have imagined or claimed as
“normal” or “natural.” Indeed, what is reflected in the population schedules
are the heretofore-unknown realities of ordinary families. As I have
demonstrated, they not only reveal that Japanese interracial families were
not exceptions in New York but also that Japanese interracial families
existed in California, in spite of that state’s antimiscegenation law. In
addition, contrary to Teng’s argument that “the logic of dependent citizenship
extended to racial classification,” the racial categories of interracial couples
involving Japanese were recorded individually, not according to the race of
the male heads of the families. Furthermore, among interracial families in
New York, it was the mother’s racial category that generally affected how
the race of her children was recorded.
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Children born between Asian and white parents in the United States
during the period discussed in this article are precursors to today’s “hapa”
persons. However, the history of interracial families extends far into the
past. The census records shed light on personal histories as well as on
multiracial relations in the communities where Japanese lived in the late
nineteenth to the early twentieth century. Population schedules by themselves
are nonetheless limited in their effectiveness in narrating personal histories,
or in following a small population chronologically. Exploring additional
primary sources, such as marriage registrations and birth and death
certificates, would further reveal the histories of ordinary families in the
United States. Through such methods, more details concerning interracial
families can be determined, including those of the previously unexamined
unions of Japanese men and white women in California in 1900 that I
discovered through the examination of census records. Comprehensive
research on the histories of “ordinary people” and families based on
population schedules, combined with other types of resources, will offer
virtually unlimited possibilities.
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